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X-ray lasers have measured average gains significantly less than calculated and 
a persistently low level of spatial coherence. Wb have used an x-ray laser both 
as an injected signal to a short x-ray laser amplifier and as an interferometer 
beam to measure two dimensional local gain and density profiles of the x-ray 
laser plasma with near-1-mm resolution. The measured local gain is in 
agreement with alomic models, but it  gain is unexpectedly spatially 
inhomogeneous. This inhomogeneity explains the low level of spatial coherence 
obseived and helps explain the disparity between observed and simulated gains. 

1 Introduction 

Laboratory-poduced x-ray lasers (XRLs) have been shown to be powerful tools in 
the diagnosis of large, high density plasmas.lV2 XRLs feature short wavelength, 
short pulse duration, high brightness and suffcient longitudinal coherence to 
employ them as backlighters or interferomeuy sources in the diagnosis of dense, 
fast-moving plasmas typical of laser-irradiated solids. 

Much x-ray laser research effort has centered on the persistent inability to be 
able to model observed gain and spatial coherence properties; simulations over- 
estimate borli features. Additionally, research has been directed toward enhancing 
XRL brightness and colieren~e.~ Enhanced brightness has been achieved througli 
improved target and experimental design, but tlie XRL remains spatially 
incolierent.4 

Predictions of XRL performance start. with a calculation of the local laser gain 
found from an atomic model with level populations determined by expected 
conditions in the XRL plasma. For the Ne-like Y XRL which we investigate here 
(a 3p-3s transition in neonjlike yttrium at 155 A5), where the expected density is - 
1021 cnr3 and the temperature is near 1 keV, the calculated local gain is in the 
range of 10-20 cm-l. Laser line uapping and radiation propagation with refraction, 
accounted for in full two-dimensional, time dependent hydrodynamic simulations, 
lower the average calculated gain to 10-1 1 cm-l for few-cm-long XRLs. However, 
tlie average measured gain for the yttrium laser isstill lower, - 5.3 crn-l.5 

The accuracy of tlie atomic kinetics calculations has been here addressed liere 
by using the XRL beam from a long: 3 cm, target to probe a short, 2 mm, XRL 
target which is driven in the same manner as the longer target. The short target acts 
as a one-pass aniplifia~.oF.t~ia.incident.pFohe.fr~m .wl~iel~.tl~~~ainin~the-ampli~~ier-.-  .--........ -.. --.-.l--.C,.. 1.-..... I -  - ..... . 



can be measured.6 Since the amplifier is so short, there is negligible refraction of 
the lasing line. We have obtained the local gain profile with very high spatial 
resolution (1.3 p). Also, we have performed the gain measurements using in an 
interferometer which employs the XRL allowing us to simultaneously measure the 
electron density profile. Both experimental features are necessary to conclude why 
measured XRL gain and coherence fall below predictions. 

2 Experiment and Results 
- 

In order to make the gain measurement and at the same time measure the electron 
density profile of the short amplifier, we used the XRL interferometer setup2 
shown in Fig. 1. Multilayer mirrors and beamsplitters provided a narrow bandpass 
(155k4 A). The signal was recorded on a 1024x1024 element CCD camera; the 
short, - 75 ps duration of the XRL pulse effectively gated the image. Additional 
filters around the CCD eliminated stray optical light. While the XRL target was 
driven with one beam of Nova, the amplifier was driven with another line focused 
Nova beam timedelayed for arrival of the XRL beam. 

Fig. 2a is an image of only the self-emission of a 2 mm yttrium target (no 
XRL backlighter and thus no interferometry). The view is end-on to the foil, which 
is sitting at zero on the vertical scale and is irradiated from above by a 120 pn line 
focus along the line-of-sight. All that is visible is unstructured emission. The 
maximum number of counts per pixel is about 600 above background. 

Nova laser b a r n  

Figure 1: Experimental setup for x-ray laser interferometry. 
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Fig. 2b is an image of an yttrium foil the s w e  length as depicted in Fig: 2a . 
under the same drive conditions except that the foil is backlit by an yttrium XRL 
so that the foil plasma acts as an XRL amplifier. The data show strong 
amplification; the number of counts throughout most of i3e plasma is 10000 to 
40000 above background. The local gain can be found from I = Io egL + Io + 
Is, where I is the amplified intensity, Io the incident intensity (equal to one-half the 
recorded background since the background is delivered through two arms of the 
interferometer), Is ,is the self-emission value taken from Fig. 2a: g is the gain and 
L is the amplification pathlength, 2 mm. The local gain was found to be 10 - 15 
cm-l in the central plasma, in general agreement with atomic models. The area of 
significant gain is limited to about 150 pn across the spot (horizontally) and from 
about -50 pm to about + 125 pn vertically. 

The actual cause of the small-scale structure in the local gain, which is 
repeatable, is unknown, but we believe that it is the result of temperature 
fluctuations in the plasma. We believe that these temperature fluctuations are due 
to nonuniformities in the driving beam. As long as the driving beam is static over 
the time of peak gain, it is possible that such channels would not dissipate during 
the amplifying interval (- 75 ps). Although laser-plasma instabilities, such as 
thermal self-focusing, can also give rise to small-scale filaments of high 
temperature plasma, this is an unlikely cause of the observed structure since we do 
not observe the density fluctuations associated with this mechanism. 

The nonuniform structure also has a bearing on XRL coherence. As we have 
observed, the region of amplification in the XRL plasma is highly inhomogeneous. 
Since much of the gain is generated in small isolated regions, the spatial coherence 
of the XRL cannot be improved without smoothing die temperature field in the 
plasma. If the isolated gain structure is caused by modulations in the driving laser, 
smoothing of the beam may alleviate the pockets and improve the spatial 
coherence of the x-ray laser. 

I! conclusion, we have employed an yttrium x-ray laser to perform end-on 
155 A interferometry of short laser-exploded yttrium foils. We were able to 
measured the two dimensional local gain and electron density profiles of the x-ray 
laser plasma with near-1-pm resolution. The average measured local gain is in 
agreement with atomic models, but the gain profile is unexpectedly 
inhomogeneous. Intense gain occurs in regions of - 10 pm due, we believe, to 
modulations in the driving laser beam. This nonuniformity in gain may explain the 
disparity between measured and simulated gains for few-cm-long XRLs. In 
addition, it also explains the low level of spatial coherence observed. 
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Fig. 2a: Image of self-emission of a 2-mm-long yttrium foil driven by a Nova line focus 
laser beam. There is no x-ray laser backlighter. Fig. 2b: Interferogram of a 2-mm-long 
yttrium foil driven by a Nova line focus laser beam (from above). The light regions are areas 
of intense local amplification of the backlighting yttrium x-ray laser. The plot is local gain 
along the lineout indicated on the image. The position of the lineout is noted by the bars on 
either side of the image. 
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